Figure 1: AACR's bibliographic constructs
Figure 3: Item = Publication master

- **PERSON**
- **CORPORATE BODY**
- **CREATION**
- **MANUFACTURE**
- **PRODUCTION**
- **OWNERSHIP**
- **CONTAINER**
- **PHYSICAL CARRIER**
- **INFIXION**
- **DOCUMENT**
- **DOCUMENT PART**
- **CONTENT**
- **CONTENT PART**
- **INFORMATION**
- **SERIES**
- **SUBSERIES**
- **CLASS OF MATERIALS**
- **TYPE OF PUBLICATION**
- **CHIEF SOURCE OF INFORMATION**
- **EQUIPMENT**
Figure 5: Item = Collection

- **ITEM** transfers
- **PERSON**
- **CORPORATE BODY**
- **OWNERSHIP**
- **COLLECTION**
- **CLASS OF MATERIALS**
- **CHIEF SOURCE OF INFORMATION**

- **transfers**
- **belongs to**
- **determines**

- Ownership of Collection
- Collection determines
- Class of Materials belongs to
- Chief Source of Information

- **determines**
- **belongs to**
- **transfers**
Figure 8: Multilevel description of a multipart document
Figure 9: Multilevel description for a series

Level 1
- SERIES
  - belongs to
- SUBSERIES
  - belongs to

Level 2
- CLASS OF MATERIALS
  - belongs to
- TYPE OF PUBLICATION
  - determines
- CHIEF SOURCE OF INFORMATION
  - determines

Level 3
- DOCUMENT
  - contains
  - DOCUMENT PART
    - consists of
    - CONTENT
      - contains
      - CONTENT PART
        - set as
        - INFIXION
          - stored on
          - PHYSICAL CARRIER
            - housed in
            - CONTAINER
              - requires
              - EQUIPMENT

- COPY
  - belongs to
- IMPRESSION
  - belongs to
- ISSUE
  - belongs to
- EDITION
  - belongs to

- PRODUCTION
  - of
- CREATION
  - of
- MANUFACTURE
  - of
- RELEASE
  - of
- responsible for

responsible for
Figure 10: Multilevel description for a collection of documents

Level 1

- COLLECTION
  - DOCUMENT
    - DOCUMENT PART
    - CONTENT
      - CONTENT PART
        - INFIXION
          - PHYSICAL CARRIER
          - CONTAINER
          - EQUIPMENT
  - SERIES
    - SUBSERIES

Level 2

- PERSON
- CORPORATE BODY
- PRODUCTION
- MANUFACTURE
- CREATION
- RELEASE
- COPY
- IMPRESSION
- ISSUE
- EDITION

relationships:
- responsible for
- pattern for
- belongs to
- comprises
- consists of
- contains
- set as
- stored on
- housed in
- requires
Figure 11: Type of Publication

- **MONOGRAPH**
  - **DOCUMENT**
    - **SINGLE PART**
    - **FINITE NUMBER OF PARTS**
      - **ISSUED SIMULTANEOUSLY**
      - **ISSUED SUCCESSIVELY**
  - **PART**
    - **NUMBERING**
    - **RELEASE**
    - **TITLE OF PART**

- **DOCUMENT**
  - **SET OF DOCUMENTS**
    - **INDETERMINATE NUMBER OF PARTS**
      - **ISSUED SUCCESSIVELY**
      - **NUMBERED**
      - **UNNUMBERED**
      - **PARTS NOT INDIVIDUALLY TITLED**
      - **INDIVIDUALLY TITLED PARTS**
    - **SERIAL**
    - **SERIES**